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AXS TV Schedule for Mon. December  3, 2012 to Sun. December  9, 2012

Monday December  3, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

IMAX - Coral Reef Adventure
Take a once in a lifetime journey across the South Pacific for a spectacular IMAX adventure. 
Joy, ecstasy, a spiritual high: these words describe the exhilaration of diving a pristine coral 
reef, and ocean explorers Howard and Michele Hall bring their love of the ocean into action. 

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Stealth Spy - An American engineer was convicted of espionage after selling stealth secrets 
to China. But were they really secrets? An investigation of American technology transfer to 
countries around the world.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Adopted or Abducted? - An investigation into claims by women that they were forced to put 
their babies up for adoption, many with the knowledge and support of Catholic Charities. 
It has been a little discussed practice for decades but this special hour-long program will 
remove the veil of secrecy that has led to emotional trauma for unwed mothers around the 
world.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
JAG

When the Bough Breaks - When an accident involving an F-18 landing aboard the Seahawk 
kills a boatswain’s mate and injures another, aggressive and by-the-book Lieutenant 
Loren Singer is bent on investigating the accident - certain that someone should be held 
responsible. She intends to court-martial all the personnel who put those men in a dangerous 
position.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

All Ye Faithful - On Christmas Eve Day aboard the USS Coral Sea, Harm looks forward to 
arriving home in time for a holiday dinner at Bud’s home. However, his chances at returning 
are thwarted until he and Admiral Boone convince two pilots to let them take their scheduled 
F-14 flight back to Lakehurst, N.J., which is close enough for Harm to get home for the 
holidays.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Hustle

An international art collector has taken Mickey hostage, now the gang must find what was 
stolen to save him.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we chat with new country rock superstar Brantley Gilbert and newcomer Hunter 
Hayes. We’ve got music from Lady Antebellum and Alan Jackson. Plus we go back in time 
and reWIND with David Nail. Get your weekly country fix with Honky Tonk TV: Your Country.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

12:40 PM ET / 9:40 AM PT
Daughtry

With a passionate intensity, Daughtry performs some fan favorites, including rock gems “It’s 
Not Over” and “What I Want”, plus power ballads “Feels Like Tonight” and “Home”.

1:45 PM ET / 10:45 AM PT
Gavin DeGraw: Sweeter Live

Multi-platinum artist Gavin DeGraw displays his soulful, piano-rock sound in this Lancaster, 
California, concert.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Hustle

An international art collector has taken Mickey hostage, now the gang must find what was 
stolen to save him.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
JAG

When the Bough Breaks - When an accident involving an F-18 landing aboard the Seahawk 
kills a boatswain’s mate and injures another, aggressive and by-the-book Lieutenant 
Loren Singer is bent on investigating the accident - certain that someone should be held 
responsible. She intends to court-martial all the personnel who put those men in a dangerous 
position.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
JAG

All Ye Faithful - On Christmas Eve Day aboard the USS Coral Sea, Harm looks forward to 
arriving home in time for a holiday dinner at Bud’s home. However, his chances at returning 
are thwarted until he and Admiral Boone convince two pilots to let them take their scheduled 
F-14 flight back to Lakehurst, N.J., which is close enough for Harm to get home for the 
holidays.

Premiere
6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT

The War of the Roses
Things get ugly when a couple divorces but both parties refuse to leave their home.

LIVE!
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Inside MMA
UFC Hall of Famer Randy Couture joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to discuss the state of 
MMA today. Also, star trainer Greg Jackson, UFC pioneer Tank Abbott and MMA phenom Nick 
Newell guest and Ron Kruck takes an in-depth look at an underground MMA event.

Premiere
9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

Stigmata
A priest from the Vatican is sent in to investigate claims that a small town in Brazil has a 
church where statues bleed from the eyes. Starring Patricia Arquette, Gabriel Byrne, and 
Jonathan Pryce. Directed by Rupert Wainright. (1999 - R)

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC Hall of Famer Randy Couture joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to discuss the state of 
MMA today. Also, star trainer Greg Jackson, UFC pioneer Tank Abbott and MMA phenom Nick 
Newell guest and Ron Kruck takes an in-depth look at an underground MMA event.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Stigmata

A priest from the Vatican is sent in to investigate claims that a small town in Brazil has a 
church where statues bleed from the eyes. Starring Patricia Arquette, Gabriel Byrne, and 
Jonathan Pryce. Directed by Rupert Wainright. (1999 - R)

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC Hall of Famer Randy Couture joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to discuss the state of 
MMA today. Also, star trainer Greg Jackson, UFC pioneer Tank Abbott and MMA phenom Nick 
Newell guest and Ron Kruck takes an in-depth look at an underground MMA event.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
The Super

I Have to Use the Potty - When a woman is thrown out of her home by her boyfriend, she sets 
up camp in The Super’s parking lot. She’s got no job and nowhere to go. He can help her out, 
but only if she can face the facts of her dire situation first!

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Booze News ‘12 - Product and engineering advancements to make getting drunk easier and 
more entertaining.
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4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Spokane - Zane and Steve hang out with guys from Dry Fly Distillery, investigate the city’s 
steam plant, and pile into the smallest bar yet seen.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
CelebriDate

Nadya Suleman/Octomom - Nadya Suleman is “Octomom”, the mother of 14 who takes a 
swing at romance with three handsome men, where she offers up her true feelings on love, 
romance, and the joys of having 8 children - all at once. In the end, Nadya’s decision may 
surprise you!

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Barcelona and Catalunya - The creative spirit of Spain’s Catalunya-the land of Picasso, Gaudi, 
and Salvador Dali-is on a roll. We’ll get caught up in the festivity of Barcelona, enjoying the 
vibrant street scenes, tasty tapas, and pedestrian-friendly Gothic Quarter.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Europe

Ireland’s West Coast - We’re blessed with a bit of Irish luck as we take on Ireland’s ruggedly 
beautiful west coast. We start in Galway, shopping for Irish crystal and Celtic jewelry. Head-
ing south, we pass through the eerie landscape of the Burren, sample the best of Irish folk 
music, and binge on a medieval banquet at Bunratty Castle. Then we end our tour on the 
stunning Dingle Peninsula.

Tuesday December  4, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Baltic Coasts
Of Forests and Lakes - The episode starts with a hovercraft patrol at the Gulf of Bothnia, 
leading to the world’s biggest archipelago around Turku, to the vast lakes of Vaaksy and 
Kotka.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

A Panamanian Passageway - U.S officials are concerned Panama is becoming a major drug 
transiting point. 

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

A Dire Strait - It’s been called the most strategically important waterway in the world, but ten-
sions are high in the Strait of Hormuz, and the United States Navy ramps up operations for a 
possible showdown with Iran. Back at the Navy’s base on the tiny island Kingdom of Bahrain, 
an ongoing uprising pits the United States’ democratic ideals against the cold, hard reality of 
oil-driven politics.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
JAG

Standards of Conduct - After Navy Lt. J.G. Jeremy Duncan shares his concerns with the 
press regarding a new high-tech combat helmet system that he believes is defective and will 
cause many casualties, he is threatened with a court-martial. However, Secnav, wanting to 
keep the whisteblower’s accusations quiet, insists the matter handled quietly and Chegwid-
den assigns Mac to the task.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Friendly Fire - JAG is drawn into a case with far-reaching political implications when Lt. Com-
mander David Ridley is accused of firing on - and killing -- three British soldiers. Chegwidden 
assigns Mac and Roberts to prosecute Ridley for involuntary manslaughter and dereliction of 
duty, with Turner to defend and - much to even his own surprise - Harm to preside.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Hustle

The gang plans an inheritance scam to bring down their latest mark, a corrupt cop.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Smashing Pumpkins - The Fillmore Residency

In June 2007, the re-united Smashing Pumpkins eschewed a traditional US tour and opted 
for an experimental art installation in the form of two residencies in Asheville, NC, and San 
Francisco, CA. The Fillmore Residency, filmed over five sold-out nights at the famed Fillmore 
Auditorium in San Francisco, CA, features seven new tracks, some not available anywhere 
else.

1:15 PM ET / 10:15 AM PT
Alice Cooper Live At Montreux

Alice Cooper’s live shows are legendary for their sense of rock theater and sheer visual 
spectacle. Underpinning the visual assault has always been a collection of some of the best 
rock songs around delivered by one of the all-time great front men. This show includes tracks 
from across his career including all the classics you would expect.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Hustle

The gang plans an inheritance scam to bring down their latest mark, a corrupt cop.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
JAG

Standards of Conduct - After Navy Lt. J.G. Jeremy Duncan shares his concerns with the 
press regarding a new high-tech combat helmet system that he believes is defective and will 
cause many casualties, he is threatened with a court-martial. However, Secnav, wanting to 
keep the whisteblower’s accusations quiet, insists the matter handled quietly and Chegwid-
den assigns Mac to the task.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
JAG

Friendly Fire - JAG is drawn into a case with far-reaching political implications when Lt. Com-
mander David Ridley is accused of firing on - and killing -- three British soldiers. Chegwidden 
assigns Mac and Roberts to prosecute Ridley for involuntary manslaughter and dereliction of 
duty, with Turner to defend and - much to even his own surprise - Harm to preside.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

6:30 PM ET / 3:30 PM PT
Stigmata

A priest from the Vatican is sent in to investigate claims that a small town in Brazil has a 
church where statues bleed from the eyes. Starring Patricia Arquette, Gabriel Byrne, and 
Jonathan Pryce. Directed by Rupert Wainright. (1999 - R)

LIVE!
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT

R. Kelly: The Single Ladies Tour
Singer, producer, songwriter, and R&B icon R. Kelly exhibits his unique style of rhythm and 
soul in this live performance from the Tennessee Theatre.

Premiere
10:15 PM ET / 7:15 PM PT

Slumdog Millionaire
A poor Indian man’s trials and tribulations throughout life prove to be all he needed to win 
one million dollars on a popular game show.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Dan Rather Reports

A Hunger That Never Ends - Since the last drought in 2010, hundreds of millions of dollars in 
emergency food aid has been spent in Africa’s most needy nations. And now a brutal sum-
mer looms. While the US government and aid agencies race to prevent a food crisis, some 
are asking is there a better way to save Africa’s starving people? Also, an update on drinking 
water thought contaminated at a U.S. Marine base.
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1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Slumdog Millionaire

A poor Indian man’s trials and tribulations throughout life prove to be all he needed to win 
one million dollars on a popular game show.

3:45 AM ET / 12:45 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Missoula - Zane and Steve explore the city’s wildlife by consuming the Duck Fart, the Turkey 
Ball, and the Tapeworm.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
CelebriDate

Sophie Tweed Simmons - KISS bass player Gene Simmons lends his beautiful daughter to 
CelebriDate and the heiress to the KISS throne doesn’t disappoint.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Little Europe: Five Micro-Countries - Don’t blink as we blitz through Europe’s tiniest countries: 
Vatican City, the world’s smallest country, comes with the planet’s biggest church. The 
fairytale princedom of Monaco lures visitors with its fancy casino and glamorous views. Plus 
San Marino, Liechtenstein, and Andorra.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Europe

Dublin and Beyond - Dublin delights with Trinity College, the Book of Kells, the famous 
Guinness Brewery, and the infamous Kilmainham jail where Irish rebels spent their last days.. 
Beyond Dublin, we find inspiration in the hillsides of Glendalough, site of Ireland’s revered 
monastery, and the Hill of Tara, home of the ancient Irish kings. A side trip to Northern 
Ireland’s best folk park brings the Eire of yesteryear to life.

Wednesday December  5, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Ultra Eye
Reykjavik - Explore the city that’s shining a northern light on style. We meet the designers 
who’ve turned the limitations of isolation into limitless creativity. Reykjavik’s stylemakers 
translate the natural wonders of their terrain into distinctive works of art.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

A Greek Tragedy - The economic crisis is becoming a disaster to many Greeks with the fallout 
spreading to children. Some parents are sending their children to live with relatives because 
they can no longer afford to keep them. Also, the story of a journalist who’s taking on a 
dictator in Europe.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

The Most Unconventional Conservative - Meet Dr. Zuhdi Jasser, a Muslim-American who 
believes Islamic terrorists are among us, and silence by Muslims is partly to blame. Plus, an 
update on our “Castle Doctrine” report and the controversial breed of gun laws center stage 
in the Trayvon Martin shooting.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
JAG

Empty Quiver - Mac - who is filling in for a recuperating Chegwidden - must send Turner to 
Norfolk to investigate a potentially disastrous situation. A submarine there, the USS Crawford, 
headed for the Middle East, cannot account for a nuclear torpedo; Turner brings his past 
experience aboard a sub and ties to one of the officers on board.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Second Acts - In Uzbekistan, valiant Navy Seabee Petty Officer Steven Wilson single-handedly 
saves several men - and an observing ZNN news crew including reporter Stuart Dunston 
-- from advancing suicide bombers. Catching his heroic act on tape, Dunston then tries to 
interview Wilson, whose fellow men shield him from the publicity onslaught.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the gang plan on scamming the Devilles with a fake diet treatment, but have the 
grifters gone too far?

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we chat with Blackberry Smoke and The Band Perry. We’ve got music from The 
Farm and Kenny Chesney. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with our homeboy Eric 
Church. Get your weekly country fix right here.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Matt White

Best known for his hit “Best Days”, American rock singer Matt White brings the audience to 
its feet as he performs other hits like “Miracles”, “I’ll Be There” and “Wasteland”.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Matchbox Twenty

Truly a staple of modern rock, Matchbox Twenty has mastered the art of entertaining. Lead 
vocalist Rob Thomas commands the audience as he belts out soulful renditions of their 
catchy, relatable and often poignant classics, while the band provides a catchy pop rock 
backdrop.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Hustle

Mickey and the gang plan on scamming the Devilles with a fake diet treatment, but have the 
grifters gone too far?

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
JAG

Empty Quiver - Mac - who is filling in for a recuperating Chegwidden - must send Turner to 
Norfolk to investigate a potentially disastrous situation. A submarine there, the USS Crawford, 
headed for the Middle East, cannot account for a nuclear torpedo; Turner brings his past 
experience aboard a sub and ties to one of the officers on board.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
JAG

Second Acts - In Uzbekistan, valiant Navy Seabee Petty Officer Steven Wilson single-handedly 
saves several men - and an observing ZNN news crew including reporter Stuart Dunston 
-- from advancing suicide bombers. Catching his heroic act on tape, Dunston then tries to 
interview Wilson, whose fellow men shield him from the publicity onslaught.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
The Fabulous Baker Boys

Frank and Jack Baker are professional musicians who play small clubs. They play schmaltzy 
music and have never needed a day job. Starring Jeff Bridges, Michelle Pfeiffer, and Beau 
Bridges. Directed by Steve Kloves. (1989 - R)

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Drinking Made Easy
Burlington - In a city known for ice cream, lake side activities and a laid back atmosphere, 
Steve and Zane do everything local in Burlington, Vermont. They learn how to make bitters, 
do some beer machine clean up, and make some “fancy” shots at the local dive bar.
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Premiere
8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT

Art Mann Presents...
2012 AMP TV Gold Awards Part Two - Prestigious Awards are given out including Best Drunk 
Male, Best Drunk Female, and Best Microphone Action Scene.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Gavin DeGraw: Sweeter Live

Multi-platinum artist Gavin DeGraw displays his soulful, piano-rock sound in this Lancaster, 
California, concert.

10:10 PM ET / 7:10 PM PT
Sonic Youth

Quintessential alternative rockers Sonic Youth delivers a part rock, part free-form noise, part 
avant-garde punk performance that features “Sympathy for the Strawberry”.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Burlington - In a city known for ice cream, lake side activities and a laid back atmosphere, 
Steve and Zane do everything local in Burlington, Vermont. They learn how to make bitters, 
do some beer machine clean up, and make some “fancy” shots at the local dive bar.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

2012 AMP TV Gold Awards Part Two - Prestigious Awards are given out including Best Drunk 
Male, Best Drunk Female, and Best Microphone Action Scene.

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Gavin DeGraw: Sweeter Live

Multi-platinum artist Gavin DeGraw displays his soulful, piano-rock sound in this Lancaster, 
California, concert.

1:10 AM ET / 10:10 PM PT
Sonic Youth

Quintessential alternative rockers Sonic Youth delivers a part rock, part free-form noise, part 
avant-garde punk performance that features “Sympathy for the Strawberry”.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Burlington - In a city known for ice cream, lake side activities and a laid back atmosphere, 
Steve and Zane do everything local in Burlington, Vermont. They learn how to make bitters, 
do some beer machine clean up, and make some “fancy” shots at the local dive bar.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...

2012 AMP TV Gold Awards Part Two - Prestigious Awards are given out including Best Drunk 
Male, Best Drunk Female, and Best Microphone Action Scene.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
The Super

I Shoulda Stayed in Bed - Working on The Super’s maintenance team is no picnic. It’s thank-
less, grueling, and sometimes dangerous. Three different members of the maintenance team 
face some of the worst conditions in Omaha and are pushed to their breaking point...and 
beyond.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

Music, Fun People, and Booze - These three things are everywhere as we visit the South by 
Southwest Music Festival in Austin, Texas.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Santa Barbara - Zane and Steve heat beer with a rocket scientist, walk along the Urban Wine 
Trail, learn about the region’s extensive wine selection, and experience a Shark Bite.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
CelebriDate

Jose Canseco - Baseball’s bad boy is looking for a wife on CelebriDate! Make no bones about 
it, the man who blew the lid off Major League Baseball with his book Juiced: Wild Times, 
Rampant ‘Roids, Smash Hits, and How Baseball Got Big, is tired of living like a bachelor.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Switzerland’s Great Cities - In this episode, we’ll focus on an often-overlooked side of Swit-
zerland: Luzern, Bern, Zurich, and Lausanne. Enjoying the country’s urban charms, we’ll get 
some exercise, from ringing a very big bell to doing a little river rafting-without the raft.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Europe

Germany’s Romantic Road - The Romantic Road winds through some of Germany’s most 
picturesque countryside. We start our journey in Würzburg with a visit to the spectacular Res-
idenz and taste wine at one of Würzburg’s many wine festivals. Every July the medieval town 
of Dinkelsbühl celebrates the day the children saved the town during the Thirty Years War. We 
get a front row seat complete with dancing, music and an historic reenactment. We finish our 
trip in Rothenburg, the best preserved medieval walled city in Germany.

Thursday December  6, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Alps From Above
Pristine Peaks - Travel through one of Europe’s oldest national parks, along the Austrian 
border of Carinthia to Friesach and Preding. Fly over the castle Hochosterwitz and end in 
Graz, Styria.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

China in the Caribbean - Big money from China is buying influence in America’s backyard. 
Small countries in the Caribbean are the beneficiaries of Beijing’s largess. Also, a live discus-
sion on what China really thinks of its place in the world, and its relationship with the United 
States.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

The Queen of Green - A state agency in California, and the woman who runs it, have enor-
mous influence over everything from the air we breathe to the cars we drive. When it comes 
to the environment, Mary Nichols, the director of the California Air Resources Board, is the 
most important person you’ve probably never heard of. Also, the IRS and non-profits.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
JAG

Coming Home - In Tifka in northern Iraq, Sergeant Harry Smith leads his squad to protect the 
village, but Fedayeen members ambush them. The ensuing assault claims the life of young 
Marine Joe Smithfield. His death has ramifications stateside as Harm, Mac and Roberts are 
all pulled into matters involving the deceased.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Trojan Horse - During a Navy drug raid on a ship in the Northwest Arabian Sea, SEALs are 
attacked by Pakistanis protecting kilos of heroin. One of the SEALs, P.O. Wilks, is rescued by 
one of the supposed attackers - Brit Simon Tanveer - who instantly kills one of the Pakistanis 
during the skirmish.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Hustle

Dale Ridley, a disgraced game show presenter, is next on the list. But the arrival of an eleven-
year-old is a threat to the con.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Josh Turner and Easton Corbin. We’ve got music from Craig 
Morgan and Josh Abbott Band. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with Jason Aldean. Get 
your weekly country fix right here.
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12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Nothing But Videos

Nothing But Videos is a collection of some of the biggest artists today. Catch some of the best 
music videos during this special presentation.

12:45 PM ET / 9:45 AM PT
BackStage with Willie Nelson and Wynton Marsalis

A behind the scenes look in the making of the HDNet concert An Evening with Willie Nelson 
and Wynton Marsalis With Special Guest Norah Jones: Featuring the Music of Ray Charles.

1:15 PM ET / 10:15 AM PT
An Evening with Willie Nelson and Wynton Marsalis With Special Guest Norah Jones - 

Featuring the Music of Ray Charles
Willie Nelson, Wynton Marsalis, and Norah Jones come together in this one-of-a-kind 
celebration of the legendary musical genius of Ray Charles. Joined by the Jazz at Lincoln 
Center Orchestra, the musicians take viewers on a journey of love: love lost and love found 
again, that includes the songs “Unchain My Heart,” “Hit the Road Jack,” “Makin’ Whoopie,” 
and “Baby, What’d I Say.”

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Hustle

Dale Ridley, a disgraced game show presenter, is next on the list. But the arrival of an eleven-
year-old is a threat to the con.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
JAG

Coming Home - In Tifka in northern Iraq, Sergeant Harry Smith leads his squad to protect the 
village, but Fedayeen members ambush them. The ensuing assault claims the life of young 
Marine Joe Smithfield. His death has ramifications stateside as Harm, Mac and Roberts are 
all pulled into matters involving the deceased.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
JAG

Trojan Horse - During a Navy drug raid on a ship in the Northwest Arabian Sea, SEALs are 
attacked by Pakistanis protecting kilos of heroin. One of the SEALs, P.O. Wilks, is rescued by 
one of the supposed attackers - Brit Simon Tanveer - who instantly kills one of the Pakistanis 
during the skirmish.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
Chicago

Academy-Award winning musical focuses on Velma (Catherine Zeta-Jones) and Roxy (Renée 
Zellweger), two singers trying to find a way off of death row after murdering their lovers in 
1920s Chicago. Starring Catherine Zeta-Jones, Renée Zellweger, and Richard Gere. Directed 
by Rob Marshall. (2002 - PG-13)

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Sting Live in Berlin

Culled from Sting’s critically acclaimed world tour, Symphonicity, this show features many of 
his greatest hits, including “Roxanne”, “Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic”, “King of Pain,” 
and more, all re-imagined for symphonic arrangement. Featuring special guest Branford 
Marsalis, this live convert experience is quintessential Symphonicity.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Chicago in Chicago

The legendary band Chicago makes a triumphant return to its namesake city. Set against 
the stunning background of Lake Michigan, they wow a sold-out crowd at the Charter One 
Pavilion with an evening of hits including “Saturday in the Park,” “Make Me Smile” & “You’re 
the Inspiration.” To end the night, the hometown headliners are joined onstage by the Doobie 
Brothers for an unbelievable encore, which includes “25 or 6 to 4” and “Does Anybody Really 
Know What Time It Is?”.

10:45 PM ET / 7:45 PM PT
Tom Petty - Live from Gatorville

For Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, and fans alike, Live from Gatorville is an emotional 
and electrifying evening. The band performs songs from their three-decade career, including 
rarely played gems, influential covers. Highlights include “Don’t Come Around Here No More,” 
“Running Down a Dream,” “You Wreck Me,” plus many more.

12:50 AM ET / 9:50 PM PT
Sting Live in Berlin

Culled from Sting’s critically acclaimed world tour, Symphonicity, this show features many of 
his greatest hits, including “Roxanne”, “Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic”, “King of Pain,” 
and more, all re-imagined for symphonic arrangement. Featuring special guest Branford 
Marsalis, this live convert experience is quintessential Symphonicity.

1:50 AM ET / 10:50 PM PT
Chicago in Chicago

The legendary band Chicago makes a triumphant return to its namesake city. Set against 
the stunning background of Lake Michigan, they wow a sold-out crowd at the Charter One 
Pavilion with an evening of hits including “Saturday in the Park,” “Make Me Smile” & “You’re 
the Inspiration.” To end the night, the hometown headliners are joined onstage by the Doobie 
Brothers for an unbelievable encore, which includes “25 or 6 to 4” and “Does Anybody Really 
Know What Time It Is?”.

3:35 AM ET / 12:35 AM PT
Tom Petty - Live from Gatorville

For Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, and fans alike, Live from Gatorville is an emotional 
and electrifying evening. The band performs songs from their three-decade career, including 
rarely played gems, influential covers. Highlights include “Don’t Come Around Here No More,” 
“Running Down a Dream,” “You Wreck Me,” plus many more.

5:40 AM ET / 2:40 AM PT
Nothing But Videos

Nothing But Videos is a collection of some of the biggest artists today. Catch some of the best 
music videos during this special presentation.

Friday December  7, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Austin Stevens Adventures
Killer Lion Stakeout - Taking on one of his most difficult and dangerous missions yet, Austin 
heads to Tanzania’s Serengeti Plains in search of lions, and is determined to capture photos 
of the mighty predator in action. Timing his assignment to coincide with the great migration, 
Austin searches the savannah around Lake Ndutu for water holes fringed with woodlands - 
the perfect habitat for big cats.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Case of the Century - With the U.S. Supreme Court set to weigh in on President Obama’s 
health care bill, the public seems to think that it is an unconstitutional overreach of federal 
power. But most legal scholars disagree. Who will win? The political, social, and legal stakes 
couldn’t be higher.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Dan Rather Reports

Divided They Stand - A conversation on Congress with Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein, 
the authors of the new book It’s Even Worse Than It Looks. Plus, an update on “The Piper,” a 
previous story about WWII veteran Bill Millen and his legacy on the beaches of Normandy.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 1 of 2) - Harm strives to help Mattie control her anger as she contin-
ues to resist a reunion with her father, who is set to leave rehabilitation soon as a recovering 
alcoholic. But Harm discovers further details of the car accident that killed Mattie’s mom, 
revealing that Mattie’s dad passed a sobriety test at the accident scene.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 2 of 2) - As Mac tries to deal with Webb’s death, she finds herself the 
target of an assassin. Mac returns home to find Simon Tanveer, a former British operative, 
waiting for her with the news that there is a hit man on the hunt for those associated with 
Webb. Intrigued by Tanveer’s story, Mac joins forces with him in an effort to uncover the 
mystery surrounding Webb’s death
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11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Hustle

Mickey has found the ultimate mark, but Madani Wasem isn’t just rich, he’s extremely 
dangerous. Will the gang go out in a shower of money or a hail of bullets?

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Honky Tonk TV: Your Country

This week we catch up with Josh Thompson and Love and Theft. We’ve got music from Luke 
Bryan and Kenny Chesney. Plus we go back in time and reWIND with the Eric Church “Smoke 
a Little Smoke” classic. Get your weekly country fix with Honky Tonk TV, we’re taking over the 
country!

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Jewel Live at the Rialto Theatre

Jewel performs at the historic Rialto Theater with an ethereal backdrop and, at times, is 
accompanied by a chamber orchestra. Songs include “Anything Goes”, “Foolish Games”, and 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” This unique performance by Jewel is one that is not to be 
missed.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Hustle

Mickey has found the ultimate mark, but Madani Wasem isn’t just rich, he’s extremely 
dangerous. Will the gang go out in a shower of money or a hail of bullets?

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 1 of 2) - Harm strives to help Mattie control her anger as she contin-
ues to resist a reunion with her father, who is set to leave rehabilitation soon as a recovering 
alcoholic. But Harm discovers further details of the car accident that killed Mattie’s mom, 
revealing that Mattie’s dad passed a sobriety test at the accident scene.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
JAG

Hail and Farewell (Part 2 of 2) - As Mac tries to deal with Webb’s death, she finds herself the 
target of an assassin. Mac returns home to find Simon Tanveer, a former British operative, 
waiting for her with the news that there is a hit man on the hunt for those associated with 
Webb. Intrigued by Tanveer’s story, Mac joins forces with him in an effort to uncover the 
mystery surrounding Webb’s death

Premiere
6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT

I Spy
A US government agent enlists the help of a professional athlete to find a missing jet.

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

The Super
Queen From The Little Eagle Tribe - When The Super checks in on one of his roughest 
neighborhoods, a tenant asks him to witness a marriage proposal. Meanwhile, Dave teaches 
his daughter a lesson in business.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
The Super

You’re Asking For The Impossible - A day with the Landmark maintenance crew isn’t fun and 
games when a couple refuses to vacate their home, causing a construction delay.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC Hall of Famer Randy Couture joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to discuss the state of 
MMA today. Also, star trainer Greg Jackson, UFC pioneer Tank Abbott and MMA phenom Nick 
Newell guest and Ron Kruck takes an in-depth look at an underground MMA event.

LIVE!
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT

AXS TV Fights
XFC 21 Night of Champions 11 - “Notorious” Nick Newell faces his toughest test yet as he 
meets Eric “It’s a Wrap” Reynolds to crown the first XFC Lightweight Champion.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Inside MMA

UFC Hall of Famer Randy Couture joins Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten to discuss the state of 
MMA today. Also, star trainer Greg Jackson, UFC pioneer Tank Abbott and MMA phenom Nick 
Newell guest and Ron Kruck takes an in-depth look at an underground MMA event.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
AXS TV Fights

XFC 21 Night of Champions 11 - “Notorious” Nick Newell faces his toughest test yet as he 
meets Eric “It’s a Wrap” Reynolds to crown the first XFC Lightweight Champion.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
The Super

Queen From The Little Eagle Tribe - When The Super checks in on one of his roughest 
neighborhoods, a tenant asks him to witness a marriage proposal. Meanwhile, Dave teaches 
his daughter a lesson in business.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
The Super

You’re Asking For The Impossible - A day with the Landmark maintenance crew isn’t fun and 
games when a couple refuses to vacate their home, causing a construction delay.

Saturday December  8, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Ultra Eye
Reykjavik - Explore the city that’s shining a northern light on style. We meet the designers 
who’ve turned the limitations of isolation into limitless creativity. Reykjavik’s stylemakers 
translate the natural wonders of their terrain into distinctive works of art.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

Of Forests and Lakes - The episode starts with a hovercraft patrol at the Gulf of Bothnia, 
leading to the world’s biggest archipelago around Turku, to the vast lakes of Vaaksy and 
Kotka.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Alps From Above

Pristine Peaks - Travel through one of Europe’s oldest national parks, along the Austrian 
border of Carinthia to Friesach and Preding. Fly over the castle Hochosterwitz and end in 
Graz, Styria.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Naples and Pompeii - Naples is Italy in the extreme. We’ll prowl backstreet fish markets, 
dodge fast-moving Vespas, and dine on pizza where it was invented. We’ll climb to the top of 
nearby Mount Vesuvius, then wander through the amazing ruins of Pompeii, the Roman town 
it destroyed. 

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Seattle - A hip, happening urban center surrounded by natural beauty, Seattle combines city 
life with the great outdoors. Excursions take Rudy hiking at magnificent Mount Rainier and 
boating through the San Juan Islands in search of whales.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Killer Lion Stakeout - Taking on one of his most difficult and dangerous missions yet, Austin 
heads to Tanzania’s Serengeti Plains in search of lions, and is determined to capture photos 
of the mighty predator in action. Timing his assignment to coincide with the great migration, 
Austin searches the savannah around Lake Ndutu for water holes fringed with woodlands - 
the perfect habitat for big cats.
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11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Paul lands in Delhi, the capital of India, and immediately goes in search of some ‘help’ on 
how to survive the next eight weeks. He enrolls in a finishing school and meets the formi-
dable Pria Warwick. Under her guidance, Paul is taught how to perfect his British accent with 
the help of some marbles and receives instruction on just how to behave ‘correctly’ over the 
next two months.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Your Country.

We’ve got music from Zac Brown Band & Jerrod Niemann. Benny D delivers the latest news 
in Your Country FIX. Plus we go back in time & reWIND with David Nail.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Dave Matthews Band Weekend on the Rocks September 9-12, 2005

The Dave Matthews Band perform at the legendary Red Rocks Amphitheatre in front of die-
hard fans. As a final stop in their tour, this show features the hits “Crash Into Me”, “Dream 
Girl” and a show-stopping “Louisiana Bayou”.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
O.A.R. - Live on Red Rocks

College-rock legends O.A.R. perform at the Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Colorado, playing 
both classic hits and material from their new album.

3:40 PM ET / 12:40 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
I Spy

A US government agent enlists the help of a professional athlete to find a missing jet.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
CelebriDate

Natalie Getz - Celebrities need love too! This week, Roger Lodge helps “Bachelorette” Natalie 
Getz find true love.

6:30 PM ET / 3:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Kelly LeBrock - This week, the lady in red gets another chance. Catch actress Kelly LeBrock 
as she hopes to find her true love!

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
The Super

Queen From The Little Eagle Tribe - When The Super checks in on one of his roughest 
neighborhoods, a tenant asks him to witness a marriage proposal. Meanwhile, Dave teaches 
his daughter a lesson in business.

7:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Burlington - In a city known for ice cream, lake side activities and a laid back atmosphere, 
Steve and Zane do everything local in Burlington, Vermont. They learn how to make bitters, 
do some beer machine clean up, and make some “fancy” shots at the local dive bar.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Baton Rouge - Zane and Steve visit Baton Rouge and hit every recommended stop; from a tin 
roof brewery, to a college bar famous for it’s indecent acts, and even manage to get into the 
crawfish business.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
The Super

Queen From The Little Eagle Tribe - When The Super checks in on one of his roughest 
neighborhoods, a tenant asks him to witness a marriage proposal. Meanwhile, Dave teaches 
his daughter a lesson in business.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super

You’re Asking For The Impossible - A day with the Landmark maintenance crew isn’t fun and 
games when a couple refuses to vacate their home, causing a construction delay.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So AXS TV presents a half hour of Noth-
ing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in AXS TV’s collection.

9:45 PM ET / 6:45 PM PT
OneRepublic

OneRepublic meshes pop and rock to perform fan favorites “Apologize”, “Stop and Stare”, 
“Say (All I Need)”, and “Mercy”.

10:45 PM ET / 7:45 PM PT
Gavin DeGraw: Sweeter Live

Multi-platinum artist Gavin DeGraw displays his soulful, piano-rock sound in this Lancaster, 
California, concert.

LIVE!
12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT

Boyce Avenue Live at Club Nokia
Building on their massive online popularity, Boyce Avenue has spent the last three years 
traveling the world and playing for hundreds of thousands of fans in over twenty countries. 
Catch them live at Los Angeles’ Club Nokia performing their debut album All We Have Left in 
its entirety as well as a few of their inventive fan-favorite covers.

Premiere
2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT

Seven Years in Tibet
Based on the life of Heinrich Harrer, a mountain climber who befriends the Dalai Lama.

4:20 AM ET / 1:20 AM PT
Bad Company - Live at Wembley

When legendary classic rockers Bad Company performed at the historic Wembley Arena in 
London on a beautiful spring night, cameras captured the whole evening in all its glory. The 
set list is packed with every major hit, fan favorites, and seldom-heard deep album cuts.

Sunday December  9, 2012
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

Ultra Eye
Buenos Aires - Buenos Aires is a city which has gone from economic bust to glamorous 
boom and has claimed its place among the world’s most stylish cities. Hot bodies, hot music 
and cool styles make Rio one of the world’s premiere destinations.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Baltic Coasts

The Reborn Gems - From the impressive Dome Hill of Tallinn via thousands of Estonian 
islands adorning the bay of Riga to the Latvian capital, where Rem Koolhaas forms a new city 
skyline.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Alps From Above

Castles and Lakes - View Graz’s one of a kind architecture, follow the Semmering railway as 
the journey heads into the Gesaeuse National Park, and finish in the Salzkammergut with its 
beautiful scenic valleys.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Italy’s Amalfi Coast - Just south of Naples we’ll experience the breath-taking Amalfi 
Coastline, the trendy resort of Positano, the limoncello charms of Sorrento, the ancient Greek 
temples at Paestum, and the iridescent Blue Grotto hidden beneath the enchanting isle of 
Capri.
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9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Smart Travels Pacific Rim

Vancouver & Victoria, British Columbia - Vancouver is a vibrant mix of European heritage and 
Asian cultures. Rudy explores this mix of cultures that inspires world-class cuisine, a spirited 
night life and modern Asian shopping centers. Nature is ever-present and Rudy visits a 
temperate rainforest. After a spectacular ferry ride to Victoria Rudy enjoys ‘afternoon tea’ and 
visit the Butchart Gardens.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Hippo Face-Off - Stalking Africa’s most dangerous mammal, Austin is in Zambia in search 
of hippos. He hopes to snap a shot of a mighty bull’s massive gaping jaws... But can he get 
close enough to the unpredictable giants without being charged?

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Travelling North to the prosperous state of the Punjab, fabled for living life ‘king-size’, Paul is 
on a road trip to find out just what that means.

Premiere
12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT

Your Country.
It’s an all-girl affair. We’ve got music from Faith Hill & Hayden Panettiere. Benny D delivers 
the latest news in Your Country FIX. Plus we go back in time & reWIND with the Pistol Annies.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Disson Skating: Musselman’s Apple Sauce Family Skating Tribute presented by 

Caesars Atlantic City
Grammy nominated sing-songwriter Jewel joins Olympic skaters Ekaterina Gordeeva, Ilia Ku-
lik, Nancy Kerrigan, Todd Eldredge, and more in this family-themed show where the skaters 
will not only skate alone, but also with their children in a tribute to family. Hosted by Olympic 
champion Kristi Yamaguchi and three-time U.S. champion Michael Weiss.

2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT
Nothing But Videos

Nothing But Videos is a collection of some of the biggest artists today. Catch some of the best 
music videos during this special presentation.

2:35 PM ET / 11:35 AM PT
Lee Ann Womack

Lee Ann Womack delivers a compelling performance that includes “Never, Never Again” and 
“I Hope You Dance”. Special guest Julie Roberts joins her and performs classic hits such as 
“When Will I Be Loved” and “Smile”.

3:35 PM ET / 12:35 PM PT
A Rocky Mountain High Concert Celebration of John Denver

A heartfelt tribute of the man, the myth, and the music at the First Bank Center in Broomfield, 
Colorado. Hosted by Olivia Newton John with performances by The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, 
John Oates, Lee Ann Womack, the Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra and many more.

5:05 PM ET / 2:05 PM PT
Alison Krauss & Union Station Featuring Jerry Douglas

Five stellar musicians come together to perform a selection of songs including favorites from 
the soundtrack to Oh Brother Where Art Thou.

6:05 PM ET / 3:05 PM PT
Trisha Yearwood

In this wonderful and moving performance, Trisha Yearwood sings “How Do I Live”, “XXX’s 
and OOO’s” and many more.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Kenny Chesney

Backed by a flawless band and horn section, Chesney presents contemporary country at its 
finest. Encouraging the audience to leave their problems at the door, Kenny proceeds to blow 
the roof off with a diverse set, ranging from beachy, tropical homages like “Summertime” to 
reflective, soft crooners like “Better As A Memory” and “Back Where I Come From.”

Premiere
8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

Billy Currington and Nickel Creek
Country singer Billy Currington croons for the audience with hits from his album Doin’ 
Somethin’ Right. Nickel Creek joins the stage to play “Smoothie Song” and “I Should’ve 
Known Better”.

Premiere
9:10 PM ET / 6:10 PM PT

Dierks Bentley
Country singer Dierks Bentley performs some of his biggest hits like “Draw Me A Map” and 
“East Bound and Down”.

Premiere
10:10 PM ET / 7:10 PM PT

Sugarland’s Incredible Machine
In this special performance, country duo Sugarland performs hits from their Incredible Ma-
chine album featuring “Stuck Like Glue” and past fan favorites like “Baby Girl” and “Settlin’”.

11:15 PM ET / 8:15 PM PT
Zac Brown Band

Zac Brown Band is an American country music band based in Atlanta, Georgia. They are also 
the recipient of an Academy of Country Music award for best New Artist. Shot in Atlanta, GA, 
at the Fox Theater, the Zac Brown Band performs on stage with Kid Rock.

12:15 AM ET / 9:15 PM PT
Tim McGraw

The release of his tenth studio album, Southern Voice, represented a new level of depth and 
intensity for the seasoned country artist, showcased in this concert. With a commanding 
stage presence, McGraw croons out his reflective and haunting new songs “If I Died Today” 
and “I’m Only Jesus.” Other show highlights include “Live Like You Were Dying,” “Good Girls” 
and “Still.”

1:15 AM ET / 10:15 PM PT
Billy Currington and Nickel Creek

Country singer Billy Currington croons for the audience with hits from his album Doin’ 
Somethin’ Right. Nickel Creek joins the stage to play “Smoothie Song” and “I Should’ve 
Known Better”.

2:25 AM ET / 11:25 PM PT
Dierks Bentley

Country singer Dierks Bentley performs some of his biggest hits like “Draw Me A Map” and 
“East Bound and Down”.

3:25 AM ET / 12:25 AM PT
Sugarland’s Incredible Machine

In this special performance, country duo Sugarland performs hits from their Incredible Ma-
chine album featuring “Stuck Like Glue” and past fan favorites like “Baby Girl” and “Settlin’”.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Zac Brown Band

Zac Brown Band is an American country music band based in Atlanta, Georgia. They are also 
the recipient of an Academy of Country Music award for best New Artist. Shot in Atlanta, GA, 
at the Fox Theater, the Zac Brown Band performs on stage with Kid Rock.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Nothing But Videos

Nothing But Videos is a collection of some of the biggest artists today. Catch some of the best 
music videos during this special presentation.


